O-Train Line 1 & Bus Service Update

Transportation Services Department

Transit Commission
September 20, 20211

Agenda
• August 8 Derailment
• September 19 Derailment

• Line 1 General Performance
• Train Wheels
• Vehicle Incident Response Protocols
• Ridership
• COVID Update
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Overview
• Line 1 has experienced two serious disruptions that required a
robust and coordinated response.
• Throughout these events, updates were provided to Council and
Transit Commission; this presentation will summarize those
communications.

• The safety of our customers and staff is always our #1 priority.
• There are multiple layers of integrated safety systems, based on
industry best-practices, built into the O-Train network including:
‒
‒
‒
‒

Safety Management System
Standard Operating Procedures
Training, Drills and Exercises
Technical Systems
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Overview (Cont’d)
• All of these systems were activated to respond to these
two incidents, and we communicated regularly:
‒ Customers were alerted to service impacts by PA
announcements, website, tweets and texts
‒ Staff were on site at all times of the day

‒ Seven updates on the August 8 derailment and investigation
were sent to Transit Commission and Council between August
9 and 14; four updates were sent yesterday about the
September 19 derailment

• All parties were engaged and informed: RTM, Chief
Safety Officer, Rail Monitoring and Compliance
Officer, Transportation Safety Board, Transport Canada.
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Aug. 8 Line 1 Incident
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Response to August 8
Derailment
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Incident Response
• At approximately 8:30 p.m. on August 8, an out-of-service
train leaving Tunney’s Pasture Station experienced an
abnormal ride as it was being returned to Belfast Yard.
• Event was reported immediately; train stopped and inspected.
• At approximately 8:45 p.m. inspection found one axle out of
10 off the rail.
• Alternate Service plan (single tracking between Lyon and
Tunney’s Pasture stations) was immediately implemented.

• No customers on board at the time of the incident; train
remained parked outside of Tunney’s Pasture awaiting end of
service for removal.
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Incident Response (Cont’d)
• Staff were notified and the Service Command Centre (SCC)
was activated at 11 p.m. as a proactive precautionary
measure in the event the incident would affect service into the
morning.
• Following the end of daily service as work commenced to
rerail the train, an issue with the wheel/axle was identified.

• Staff worked with RTM to assess the track and rail
infrastructure, and the vehicles.
• The SCC continued to work throughout the night under the
assumption that service would operate the following day with
potential service impacts.
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Incident Response (Cont’d)
• At approximately 3:30 a.m. Alstom notified the City that the
entire fleet would require inspection prior to resuming Line 1
service.
• Following additional conversations with Alstom and RTM,
preparations began to implement R1 bus service and advise
customers, Transit Commission and Council.
• Our top priority was providing communications for customers
and ensuring staff would be available on-site to assist at Line
1 stations.
• Customer service messaging was developed, and staff were
deployed to all O-Train stations prior to the start of service.
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Incident Response (Cont’d)
• Additional signage was installed throughout the morning.

• R1 bus replacement service was communicated
to customers through all channels at 5:15 a.m. followed
immediately by the first update to Council and Transit
Commission.
• Two updates on the closure were issued to Council and
Transit Commission on August 9.
• Once R1 bus service was implemented, staff focus shifted to
removing the train and the ongoing root cause investigation.
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Derailed Axle
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Derailed Axle (Con’t)
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Removing the Train
• Equipment (rail dolly) required to move any immobile train was
shipped to Ottawa while final preparations and testing
happened concurrently in the rail yard on August 10.

• Rail dollies will remain on site with RTM as part of their
incident response equipment.
Axle Bearing Assembly
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Removing the Train (Cont’d)
• Removal of the train was
carefully planned, tested,
and followed all industry
safety procedures
• Train crews walked beside
the train as it was being
moved to avoid further
damage to track and rail
infrastructure.

• Purposefully planned for
movement during daylight
hours due to anticipated
challenges.
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Removing the Train (Cont’d)
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Service Mitigation,
Continuation and Safety
Oversight
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Service Mitigation, Continuation
& Safety Oversight
• OC Transpo’s robust Safety Management System (SMS) is
always in place, driving how we prevent and respond to
events.

• Specific actions were taken as outlined in our established
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) regarding incident
response and reporting, which were developed according to
industry best-practices.
• Integrated incident management, response and emergency
preparedness practices were activated immediately.
• Specific actions included reporting the event to the
Transportation Safety Board (TSB), industry experts and
performing safety certification on the fleet.
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Service Mitigation, Continuation
& Safety Oversight (Cont’d)
• Inspection of the affected vehicle, surrounding track and
related infrastructure began immediately on the evening of
August 8.

• All parties, including the Chief Safety Officer, Transport
Canada, Transportation Safety Board, Regulatory
Monitoring Compliance Officer (RMCO) and independent
industry experts were engaged.
• RTM secured additional resources including engineers,
technicians, original equipment manufacturers who were
brought in for additional support.
• City resources including consultants and industry experts
were engaged in the inspection, oversight and repair process.
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Service Mitigation, Continuation
& Safety Oversight (Cont’d)
• Concurrent to the train being removed,
Alstom continued the investigation and
was able to identify the problem
associated with the axle bearing
assembly.
• Alstom developed and implemented an
inspection process focused
on reviewing each of the axle bearing
assemblies on every light rail vehicle:
‒ Seven cars (six + incident vehicle) were initially removed from service,
with another three subsequently identified for further inspection
and repairs
‒ 38/39 cars have been inspected and recurring inspections continue
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Service Mitigation, Continuation
& Safety Oversight (Cont’d)
• Prior to resuming service in the morning on Saturday August
14, RTM ran a test service on the evening of Friday, August
13.
• Service resumed with five trains, a sixth train was added
shortly after launch and by the afternoon a seventh train was
in service, operating at approx. 7:30 min frequency.
• By the afternoon of Sunday, August 15 11 trains were in
service with an approx. 5 min frequency.
• As of September 2, the fleet has been operating with 13- and
14-train service during peak periods on weekdays and full
regular 11-train service on weekends.
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Ongoing LRV Inspections & Repairs
Aug. 9

Aug. 31

Sept. 17

Passed Axle
inspections:
29

Passed Axle
inspections:
33

Passed Axle
inspections:
36

Axle Repairs
required:
10*

Axle Repairs
required:
6*

Axle Repairs
required:
3*

• RTM is required to continue recurring inspections and
monitoring to ensure ongoing safe operation until:
‒ Root cause identified
‒ Permanent fix of axle bearing issue is determined
‒ Fix implemented
* +1 LRV on long term maintenance
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Communications &
Customer Service Response
• Daily website updates, multiple tweets and SMS messages issued
to our customers.
• On-site staff supported customers in person across the system at
all times of the day.
• Signs placed outside stations pointing to R1 bus stops.
• Council, Transit Commission and media were informed regularly:
– First update to Council and Transit Commission issued on
Monday, August 9 at 5:15 a.m.
– Seven updates to Council and 15 media interviews between
Aug. 9-14.
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LRV Axle Assembly
• The axle bearing integrates the nonrotating part of the axle assembly
with the rotating part of the wheel
(allows the wheels to turn).
• The axle transmits the weight of
the vehicle to the wheelset while
providing a smooth rolling
movement for the wheelset.
• The axle assembly consists of the
axle, two axle bearing assemblies
and two hubs to which the wheels
are affixed on either side.
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Axles (Cont’d)
• Sealed unit was taken apart for
inspection.
• Green section of the bolt, which
should be completely tightened,
had a very small amount of
movement by fractions of a
millimetre.

Axle bearing fits on the drive shaft

• This movement caused
damage to bearings inside unit
and wheel, which in turn led to
wheel/axle coming off the track
on August 8.
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Interior of sealed axle bearing unit that
attaches axle/drive shaft to train wheel

Root Cause Investigation
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Root Cause Investigation
• Root cause investigation began immediately and is
ongoing.
• Initial inspection found a fault within the axle bearing
assembly, causing the wheel to detach from the axle and
ultimately derail.
• Alstom/RTM continue to focus on what caused the axle
and bearing to fail and establish the permanent fix.
• Vehicle inspections will continue to ensure safe operation
of the fleet.
• Alstom has identified additional tools to help diagnose precursor symptoms that vehicles may exhibit.
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Response to September 19
Derailment
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Summary of Information to Date
• At approximately 12:15 p.m. on September 19, a westbound
train came to a stop between Tremblay and Hurdman
stations.
• The train stopped because one of the sets of wheels had
derailed.
• No injuries were reported.
• At 12:45 p.m., the decision was made to stop Line 1
service out of an abundance of caution.
• R1 replacement bus service operated between Tunney’s
Pasture and Blair stations for the rest of the day.
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Summary of Information to Date (Con’t)
• OC Transpo, police, and fire responded to assist
customers from the train.
• OC Transpo staff, RTM, and Transportation Safety Board
officials began investigating the cause of the derailment.

• The car that derailed had recently returned to service after
axle repairs.
• A preliminary assessment indicates the cause of the
September 19 derailment is not the same as the August 8
derailment, as the axle bearings do not appear to have
failed.
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Next Steps
• R1 replacement bus service is operating between Blair and
Tunney’s Pasture stations today, to allow for investigation
and repairs
• Travel times will be longer than regular train service.
Customers can plan their trips using the online travel
planner on octranspo.com
• The train involved in the incident will be returned to Belfast
Yard once it has been cleared to do so by investigators
and safety certifiers.
• Further updates will be provided as we know more.
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Additional updates
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Line 1 General Performance
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Train Wheels
• Both wheel replacement sites continue inspections and
replacement work until all wheels have been replaced
and/or set screws have been adjusted.
• Daily inspections of our fleet continue.
• Independent TSB investigation continues; all required
parties engaged, including Chief Safety Officer, RMCO,
wheel and metal experts, Transport Canada.
• Process is ongoing to replace wheels and/or have the set
screws adjusted; schedule impacted by August 8 event.
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Vehicle Incident Response
Protocols
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Vehicle Incident Response Protocols
• The OC Transpo Fleet consists of more than 900 buses,
travelling 66 million kilometres per year.

• The bus maintenance protocols meet and exceed MTO safety
requirements.
• A bus compromised by a major mechanical defect, major
damage, fire, or for unknown reasons is immediately
"quarantined" on its return to OC Transpo property.
• A work order is created by the Garage Supervisor, ensuring
that the bus is to stay out of service until it is fully inspected.

• The bus is inspected by staff from OC Transpo's Transit
Engineering Branch, OC Transpo's Safety, Regulatory,
Training and Development, and the bus manufacturer.
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Vehicle Incident Response Protocols
(Cont’d)
• This thorough investigation includes:
–
–
–
–
–

Inspection of the vehicle
Review of any incident report(s)
Maintenance records (e.g. parts usage)
Bus GPS data and CCTV content
Engine EDR (event data recording)

• Results of an investigation may lead to inspection of all buses
of the same model and/or vehicle specifications:
– Decision was made recently with double-decker buses
– Our #1 priority is the safety of our customers and staff
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Procedure:
Vehicle Incident
Response
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Incident Response – August 9
• On August 9, a double-decker bus travelled off the road on
Carling near Herzberg.
• Two passengers and the bus operator were on board; no
injuries.
• Due to the bus's behaviour reported at the time of the
incident and initial inspection, bus was quarantined and a
wider inspection of the fleet was carried out.

• All 19 buses of the same model/series were immediately
removed from service as a precaution.
• Joint investigation with the bus manufacturer, Alexander
Dennis Ltd. was conducted from August 9 to August 11.
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Incident Response – August 9 (Cont’d)
• Root cause was a component of the
steering system that required
adjustment.
• Five of the 19 buses of this model
required an adjustment to the steering
system.
• Double-decker buses from the same
model in the OC Transpo fleet were
inspected and cleared to return to
service by August 12.
• Manufacturer also inspected all 59 other
double-decker buses with the same
component as an additional precaution.
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Ridership
• Ridership has been climbing steadily since Step 1 of province's
re-opening on June 11.
• Ridership increased from 20% to 29% of usual levels by Step 3 of
re-opening on July 16.
• Ridership was at 34% of usual levels in August.
– This is 2.5 times higher than ridership at the outset of the pandemic
– Other major cities in Canada have similar rates of recovery
– Across North America and Europe, all transit systems are still well
below normal ridership levels

• We are monitoring back-to-school ridership closely and making
service adjustments as necessary.
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COVID-19
• Masks continue to be mandatory at OC Transpo for
customers and staff.
• Enhanced cleaning measures continue for vehicles and in
stations.
• One positive case since last update in June.
• All employees have recovered and are back to work.
• OC Transpo staff will adhere to City's mandatory vaccination
policy.
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Questions?
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